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Foreword

At BROAD-BASED PATTERN OF RAPID ECONOMIC GROWTH IS

vital to reducing poverty in Sub-Saharany c
countries havc undertaken structural adjustment programs to

reverse the economic decline of the 1980s and accelerate growth. CDP
per capita growdt remnains low, however, raising troubling questions
about the extent and efficacy of the policy reform effbors For this r-a-
son,. the Development Econornics Vice Presidency conducted a study to
assess how much policy reform has taken place in Africa, how sucessful
it has been, and how much more remains to be done. This report, Ad-
justrment in Africa: Refonns. Resu. and the RaaiAhea4 summarizes the
findings of that research. A companion report, Adjustment in Afiict
Less'ons from Cotnoty GCse Studies (Husain and Faruqee 1994), docu-
meats reform efforrs in seven countries.

Adjustment prograns are necessary but not enough to raise eco-
normic growth As discussed at length in Sub-Sahamn Afrcat From GL-
s5 to Susinable Growth (W.orld Bank 1989), investments in human
capital and infrastructure, effrrts to build the economic insrtiutions
necessary to a well-finctioning marlet economy, and initiatives to in-
crease technical capacity must also-continue apace. This reporr, with its
focus on adjustment, is intended to complement other World Bank
publications dealing with the various facecs of Afiicas long-term devel-
opment straregy.

Adajutment in Africa revievs the poliy reforms trpically induded in
African adjustment programs during the second half of the 1980s and
analyzes their relation to economic performance. The evidence shows
that progress has been mixed, and that in every African country, key re-
fornms are still incomplete.

There are rewards to adjustment, however, as countries thar have
come the fiurhest in implementing good policies-parricularly good
mnacroeconomic policies-have enjoyed a resurgence of growth. But the
level of per capita growth, even among rhe countries dtat have adjusted
the mosr, is still below what is needed for rapid poverty reduction.
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S~JUSTM ENT IN AFItICA

Where do adjustment programs go fronm here? The report concludes
that in the macroeconomic, trade, and agricultural sectors, the major
cask is to move fonvard with the current approach to policy reform. In
the financial and public enterprise seccors, sonic rethinking of strategy is
called for. This -report highlights clte role that adjustment needs to play
in improving the policy environment for the provision of basic social
services and protecting the environment 

Governmc-nt ownership oFan economic reform program is a prereq-
uisite for its success. But ownership musr not stop with the government.
Political leaders must build a broad-b2sed consensus on the need for re-
form so that adjustment programs are not derailed by powerful interest
groups. One of the mnajor challenges for the next generation of adjust-
menr programs is for governments and donors alike to find ways of
widening ownership and building consensus.

This study is the second in a series ofPolicy Research Reports, wvhich
are intended to bring to a bioad audience the results ofWorld Bank re-
search on development policy issues. As reports on policy issues, these
books should help us take stock of what we know-and what we do not
k-noNv. While remaining accessible to nonspecialists, they should con-
tbute to the debate among academics and policvmakers about.appro-
priate public policy objectives and instruments for developing
economies. And as research documents, these books may also provok-e
debate, both within the Bank and outside, concerning the analytic
methods used and the conclusions drawn.

Adjuimentin Africa is a product of the staff of the World Bank, and
the judgments made herein do not necessarily reflect the view of the
Board of Directors or rhe governments they represent.

Michael Bruno
Vice President Development Economics

and ChiefEconomist
The World Bank
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Overview

N THE AFRICAN COUNTRIES I-HAT HAVE UNDERTAKEN AND

sustained major policy reforms, adjustment is worLing. But a
number of countries have yet to implement the reforms needed
to restore growth. And even among the strongest adjusters, no
country has gonc the full distance in restructunng its economj.

Of the twenty-nine countries srudied in this report (and
listed in the box on page 17), the six with the most improvement in
macroeconomic policies between 1981-86 and 1987-91 enjoyed the
strongest resurgence in economic performance- They experienced a
median increase of almost 2 percentage points in the growth rate of
gross domestic product (GDP) per capita, bringing their median rate of
growth up from a negative level to an average 1.1 percent a year during
1987-91. The increase in their industrial and export growth rates was
even more striking. And agricultural growth also accelerated in the
countries that taxed their farmers less. By contrast, countries that did
nor improve their policies saw their median GC? growth fall to a level
of-2 percent ayear, in all likelihood increasing the number of the poor.

Policy reforms have been uneven across sectors and across countries.
The countries studied here have generally been more successful in im-
proving their macroeconomic, trade, and agricultural policies than
their public and financial sectors. Almosr two-thirds of the countries
managed to put better macroeconomic and agricukzural policies in
place by the end of the 1980s. Improvements in the macroeconomic
f-ramework also enabled countries to adopt more mark-et-based systems
of foreign exchange allocation and fewer administrative controls over
imports.

-However, reforms remain incomplete. No African country has
achieved a sound macroeconomic policy stance-which in broad terms

I
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means inflation under 10 percent, a very low budget deficit, and a corn-
petitive exchange rate. In a third of the countries, macroeconomic poli-
cies actually deteriorated over the decade. Furthemlore, countries are
still taxing thcir farmers heavily, through marketing boards and/or over-
valued exchange rates. Most countries have flirther to go in eliminating
nontariff barriers and adopting a moderate, tariff-based level of protcc-
don. Social spending, while not showing an overall decline during the
adjustment period, is misallocated within the health and education sec-
tort And the politically difficult reform of the public enterprise and fi-
nancial sectors lags well behind.

Moreover, there is considerable concem that the renrms undercaken
to date are fragile and chat they are merely reurning Africa to the slov-
growth path of the 1960s and 1970s. At the same time, there is hopc that
Africa, like East Asia thirry years ago, will move onto a fisrer develop-
ment track For that to happen, more progress will be required in macro-
economic reform-to provide a stble environmenr in which economic
activity can flourish. Much more prgrss in trade, agricultural, and reg-
ulatory reform will also be needed-to create a favorable climate for busi-
ness so that Africa can join the wvorld economy- And growth with cqUity

will call for strong political resolve to taklde money-losing public enter-
prses and bloated bureaucracies-to free up the resources needed to im-
prove basic health and education services for the pooc

Adjustment alone will not pur countries on a sustained, poverty-
reducing growth path. That is the challenge of long-term development,
which requires better economic policies andmore investment in human
capital, infrastructure, and insti urion-btuilding along with better gov-
emance But development cannot proceed when inflation is high, the
exchange rate overvalued, frmers overtxed, viral imports in short sup-
ply, prices and production heavily regulated, key public services in dis-
repair, and basic financial services unavailable. In such cases,
fundamental restructuring of the economy is needed to make develop-
meat possible. The objective of structural adjustment programs thus is
to establish a market-friendlyset of incentives that can encourage the ac-
cumulation of capital and more efficienr allocation of resources

This report addresses three questions: How much did adjusting
African countries chang,e their policies? Did their polic refirms restore
growth? And what is the road ahead for adjustment? In answering these
questions, the report advances the debate on adjustment by providing
the most comprehensive data so fir on policy changes in Sub-Saharan
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Africa. It takes a carefiul lookl at whether reforms are paying oft and it
identifies the ares where the adjustment strategy needs to be redirected.
The report shows that African countries have made great strides in im-
proving policies and restoring growth, but that they still have a long way
to go in adopting the policies needed to move onto a faster growth path
and reduce poverty.1

Policies Are Getting Better

P7_HE TWENTY-NINE AFRICAN COUNTRIES EXAMINED HERE

drew up adjustment programs in the 1980s-programs
_ 1 intended to improve the poor policies that were the primany

cause of the 15 percent fill in Africds GDP per capita between 1977
and 1985. The outcomes? Macroeconomic r&forms have spurred exter-
nal competitiveness while keeping inflation low- Trade reforms have
increased accss to the imports needed fior growtn. And the reduced
taxation of agriculture has helped the poor while encouraging produc-
tion and exports.

* On the macroeconomic front, six: of the adjusting countries had a
large improvement in policies, nine a small improvenenti and
eleven a deteriorarion32 As a whole, they Cut their budget deficits

(by a median of 1.9 percent of GDP between 1981-86 and
1990-91) and reduced inflation tO moderate levels. And the coun-
tries with flexible e e rates (those outide the CFA fianc zone)

deprecated the real effective exchange rate by 50 percent and re-
duced the premium on the parlel market for foreign exchange
(from a median of6O percent during 1981-86 to 25 percent dur-
ing 1990-91).

* In trade, many counties have substantially reduced the number of
imports subject to nontriff barriers and begun to rationalie the
tariff structre. Most of the flexible exchange rate countries have

moved to more automatic systems of granting foreign exchange
licenses.

* In agriculture, two-thirds of the adjusting countries are taxing
their famners less. Despite huge declines in real export prices, pol-
iqc changes have increased real producer prices for agriculimral ex-
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porters in ten counitrics. 01 thc fifteen governments that liad.
mlajor restricrions on tilc private purchlase, distribLution, amd sale of
-major food crops before adjustmnicit, thirteen have wihddrawn
from mark-eting aInost completely.

For public enterprises and finanicial cnterprises, howcver, there have
bcen few policy chaniges.

a Africani governments liavc sold off only a small share of their as-
sets. Thne value of privatizations in Nigcria benveen 1988 and
1992 was less th.an 1 percent oF that in Argentina, Malaysia, or
Mexico, even after adjusting for Nigeria's smaller CDP.3 Explicit

and implicit financial flows to public enterprises are still high. But
one encouraging trend is that governments have stopped expand-
ing their public enterprise sectors.

- In mosr African countries, the financial sector, despite reform ef-
forts, is still heavily burdened by public sector demands for
credit-with the central government alone (excluding public en-
terprises) absorbing-more than 30 percent of domestic credit.

Bter Policies Pay Off

T'- -- HERE HAS BEEN MUCH TALK ABOUT THE COSTS OF ADJUST-

ment, less about the substantial benefits. Most countries that
improved their policies have returned to positive rates of GDP

per capita growth. This tumaround shows that adjustment policies
work when implemented properly. And although GCDP per capita growth
rates remain low, ir is unreasonable to expect that African countries
would quickly match the rapid rise of the best performers in Asia and

elsewherc- Even before the macroeconomic crisis of the early 1980s,
Sub-Saharan Africa was growing more slowly than other regions.

As we have noted, the six adjusting countries with the most improved
macroeconomic policies had a median increase in GDP per capita growth
of almost 2 percentage points between 1981-86 and 1987-91 (figure
1). That compares with an increase of 1.5 percentage points for those
countries with less improved policies and a dcdine of 2.6 percentage
points for those with a deterioration in policies. The median increase in

4
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Figure -1 Median Changes in Average Annual Growth Rates of Adjusting African Countries
beween 198146 and 1987-91
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Policy refonus paid off in higher
growth rates in income, exports,
industry, and agriculture.

a port growth was almost 8 percentage points for councries with the
most improved macroeconomic policies, while in countries with policy

deceriorations, export growth dedined 0.7 percentage points. For the
best performers, indusrrial growth accelerared by more than 6 percent-
age points, compared with 1.7 percentage points in countries with dete-
riorating policies. And countries that substanially reduced the taxation
of export crop farmers increased median agriculmral gmwth by 2 per-
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cenrage poinits. wiliie coultries clint rLtaxd fiainers iiionmr saw growth fall
by 1.6 percitage points.

Policy packages to address rihe adveise exterinal shocks and severcly
overvalued real excalntige rates of the carly 1980s liad hi;gh payofls.
Countries that brought about a real depreciation of 40 percent or mor c

between 1981-86 and 1987-91-all of thcm with flcxible cxchalngc
rates-had a mediani incrcase in GDP pei capita growti oF 2.3 percent-

-age points. Countries that had appreciations-all ofthiem with fixed ex-
change rates-suffiercd a mediaii decline of 1.7 percenrage poiints.

These results demonstrate rtie payofFs to improvinig policies. What
about the payoffs to good policies? Countries that maintained or ended
up with fair or adequate macroeconomic policies during 1987-91 did
berter than countries with poor or vely poor policies (figurc 2). The me-

dian rate of CDI' per capita growth in countries with the berter macro-
economic policy stance wras 0.4 percent a. year between 1987 and
1991-low but at least positive, and a turnaround from anintial declines
of about 1 percenr a year ini the early 1 980s. By contrast, in countries
with poor or very poor macroeconomic policies, median GDr per capita
growth fell 2.1 percent a year on average. The extent of government in-

tervention in mark-ers also made a difference in growth. Countries that
limited their intervention in markers had median GDP per capita growth

w-n, -ietter s. a ofalmost 2 percent during 1987-91, compared withl declines of more
Coo Snes wfh better policy stances.-
had faster GOP per capita pgrodli than 1 percent for rhe counrries that inrervened more extensively.

Figure 2 Policy Stance and Median GWD per Capita GCrwth in Adjustig African Countries

Macroeconomic Pdlicles and Growth Market Intervention Policies and Growth
Average annual growth, Average annual growth,
1987-91 (percent) 1987-91 (percent)
33

2 2

1 2 _

-2 -2

a3- . . . . ... ..-3
Counties uith fair or Countries with poor Countries with Counttres with Countries with

- adequate policies or very poor policles Nmited Intervention meclum Intervention heavy Intervention
In 1990-91. In 1990-91 In 1992 In 1992 In 1992

Arute See source mblic for a listing of cou nics in eacli group.
StoumnTable 5.1 md appendix table fLl 3.
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External Transfers Helped

Incieases in cxterinal transfers (a inedian rise of2.4 percent of D1r1 be-
nwcen 1981-86 and 1987-91) also contributed ro flster girowcl. Six-
teen coLutt'ries betiefited fronm highier eternal tninsfers. Countries with
increases in external r-ansfers (a mcdian incrvase of'0.6 percenit of dr)l)
had a median incrcase in CIDI' pCe capita girowtih oF 1.2 perccntage
points. Those witl reductions (a mnedian dccrcase of 0.6 percent ofclc)
suffered a small slowdowin in GDP per capita growthi. External transfers
relieved import constraints, finaniced investment, and smoothed con-
sUmptionl-just what tihey are intcnded to do. But overall, policy re-
fornms were more strongly associated with increascs in growth rates than
external transfers were.

The Impact of Adjustment an the Poor
and the Environment

II African countries that have undertaken some reForms and
a-chieved some increase in growth, the majority of the poor are probably
better off and almost certainly no worse off. The poor are mostly rural,
and as producers, they tend to benefit from agricultural, trade, and ex-
Change rate reforms and from the demonopolization of important com-
mercial activities. As consumers, both the urbanl and the rural poor tend
to be hurt by rising food prices. But adiustment measures have seldom
had a major impact on food prices in either the open market or the par-
ailIel. mark-et, which supplies most of the poor. Where rationing was
widespread, as in Tanzania, real prices for key consumer goods have even
fillen. Similarly, the layoffs of public sector employees, who are among
those hardest hir by adjustment, have not generally added to the num-
ber of poor people. Many of those who lost their iobs were able to find
other work, often by returning to rural areas.

The absence of empirical studies makes it difficult to document any
clear and specific link between adjustment reforms and environmental
changes in Sub-Saharan Africa. To the extent that policy reforms have
encouraged sound pricing of energy, fertilizer, and water resources, they
have reduced wasteful distribution and consumption. Not all distor-
tions have been eliminated, however, and there is still much room for
progress in instituting appropriate systems of natural resource pricing
and taxation.

7
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Policies Are Not Good-Yet

D ESPITE T'HE EFFORTS TO IMPROVE THE MACROECONOMIC

environment, open up markets, and strengthen the public
and financial sectors, most African countries still lack policies

that are sound by international standards. Even Africa's best performners
have worse macroeconomic policies than the newly industrializing
economies in Asia. Few besides Ghana come close to having adequate
monetary, fiscal, and exchange rate policies.. And Ghana lags behind.-
other adjusting countries elsewhere-Chile and Mcxico, for ecam-
ple-in trade and public enterprise reform.

In trade, many African countries have, by eliminating 'ectensive im-
port controls, returned to the regimes they had before the crisiS-helped
in many cases by successful exchange rate depreciations that restored
competitiveness. Other countries that never experienced a severe macro-
economic crisis, such as Kenya and Zimbabwe, have moved slowly to-
ward import liberalization. The current policy stance in countries with
flexible exchange rates is free of the heavy adnistrative controls that
chamcrerized the period before adjustment, but most African countries
still have some nontariff barriers and high and dispersed tariffi.

The policy stance for agricultural pricing and other price controls is
more difficult to quantify. Most countries havc eliminated price controls
and restrictions on the marketing and pricing of food staples, and many
have eliminated cosdy subsidies for fertilizer (with no apparent reduc-
tion of fertilizer use) and liberalized its distribution. But governments
continue to intervene heavily in the marketing of export crops.

The scarce evidence on public enterprise reform suggests that there
has been no significanr reduction in financial flows to public enterprises
or in the volume of assets held by the government. Nor has there been a
sustainable improvement in the efficiency of enterprises remaining pub-
lic. The paucity of data pardy reflects institutional weaknesses, but it

probably also reflects the lack of government commitment to results.
Financial reform lags behind as w1el. The financial position of the bank-

ing sector is "Peak because of poor macroeonomic management, which in-
duces the monetization of fiscal deficits through the banks. It is also weak
because ofthe slow pace of reform in the public enterprise sector. And it re-
flects continuing government interference in the management of the fi-
nancial sector. A large share of bank lending still goes to the public
enterprise seccor, making it more difficult for the private sector to borrow%.

8
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Althouglh public spending on health and education did not decline in
the adjustment period-an achievement given the fiscal problems of
African countries-dtere is little evidence ofan increase in that spend-
ing. Nor is there much evidence that public spending within those sec-
tors is being reallocated away from costly tertiary programs and toward
the basic services most likely to reach the poor.

The Road Ahead for Adjustment

D _ RAWING ON SUCCESSFUL EXPERIENCES ELSEWHERE AND

raking Sub-Saharan Africa's circumstances into account, three
principles can guide African govermnents undertk-ing reform

programs.

*Get macroeconomic porides ight Keeping budget deficts snall helps

in controlling inflation and avoiding balance-of-payments.prob-

lems. Keeping a realistic exchange rate pays off in greater inrerna-

tional competitiveness and in supporting convertible currencies.

* Encourae compeon. Competiton means higher productivity, and

firms forced to compete are more efficient than those with privi-

legad access to aedit or foreign exchange A rop priority for reform

in Africa is to increase competiton through domestic deregulation,

trade reform, and the privatizadon of public enterprises.

a Use scarce ins5titional capacity wisely. Because most African countries

have limited capaciry to goverm well, high prioriy should be given

to refbrms thar minimize unnecessary government involvement in

markets. For example, marketing boards should be abolished,

public enterprises privatized, and import restncnons replaced by

tarifli.

Many African countries are moving in the right direction with thcir

macroecononic, agricultural, and trade policies, and most policymakers

agree on what still needs to be done. But there has been little progress in

reforming public enterprises and the financial sector, and there is much

less consensus on how to proceed. Reform in these sectors is particularly

difficult because of the powerfiul vested interests that have been created

through government intervention. A strong social consensus on the

need to improve governance is thus a prerequisite for progress.

9
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Moving Forward Where There Is Consensus

Getting macroeconomic policies right Countries should continue wirh
the current strare-x avoiding overvalued exchange rates and keeping
inflation and budget deficits low-. Good macroeconomic policies have
paid off in East Asia, and theyv will pay off in Africa, coo-indeed they
are already starting to do so.

Most countries in the region still need to cur budget deficits and in-
direct fiscal losses (those covered by the banking system) in order to
lessen the need for inflationary financing or additioral external financ-
ing. There is little scope for curting overall public spending in many
countries, although the composition ofspending can and should be im-
proved. Increasing tax revenues is thus the best avenue for reducing
deficits, but the increases should come by levying broad-based taxes that
do not unduly penalize businesses and by granting fewer exemptions
thait favor the politically well-connected.

Domestic savings, which are low in Africa relative to other develop-
ing regions, must increase to finance investment. Eliminating large neg-
atve real interest rates is a crucial first step. But given the complexity of
devising additional policies to encourage private savings, raising public
savings is the best option in the short run. The surest wav to increase
savings in the long term is to boost rowrh, because growch and savings
reinforce each other in a virtuous circle, with high growth leading to
high saving and to higher growth.

Taxing agriculture less. In agriculture the main task is so continue
reducing the taxation of farmers by liberalizing pnrcing and marketing
and by reducng the protection of industry. Progress has been made,
but countries need to do more to help fiarmers, and the elimination of
agricultural marketing parastamals, particularly for export crops, must
be high on the agenda. Liberalizing markets so that private agents can
compete with parastatals and linking producer prices to world marker
pnces may be useful transitional mechanisms in the near term. These
reforms can help farmers reap the full benefit of the exchange ratc
depreciations, which might othenvise merely shore up the financial
profitability of partatals.

Care must be taken not to undermine market liberalization efforts
with restrictive licensing procedures and other interventions that give

marketing parastatals an undue comperitive advantrag Traders often
face a thicket of regulations for licensing, transportation, the movement

I0



of goods, trading hours and locations, and weights and measures. Elim-
inating these burdensome obstacles is essential for increasing profitabil-
iy and production in agriculture. Simultaneous progress in the
development agenda is also important. Impro%ving the quality of public
spending for transport netvorks, rural infiastructure, and agricultural
research and extension will enhance the payoffs to improving agricul-
rural policies.

Puttng exporters first Because exports are so beneficial for growth,
countries should consider the needs of exporters caruefilly and apply
an -exporters first' rule. One easy way for government to help
exporters is to remove unnecessary policv impediments-by providing
automatic access co foreign exchang,c, eliminating export monopolies,
and facilitating access to intermediate inputs and capital goods.
Governments -also need to welcome foreign participation, because for-
eign firms can bring the contacts and production knowledge needed
fo r penetrating global mark-ets. But governments and international
agencies should abandon the practice of trying to pick "winners-
thar is, pushing particular exports-because. they have consistently
made poor choices in rhe past. Export processing zones have seldom
been more effective than simple free-trade zones and bonded produc-
tion areas, so it is important to find other mechanisms to help
exporcers avoid administrative, regulatory, and tariff impediments. A
high priority is developing workable schemes to provide exporters
access to duty-free inputs.

The porential for export growth is t, because African countries
are starting from a very low base. Even modest success in increasing their
share of world markets will translare into tremendous growth. The fu-
ture is in nontraditional exports, but. traditional exports sdll need to be
part of an outvard-oriented stmtegy. Gaining just a very small foorhold
in the world mark-et for such traditional, labor-intensive goods as doEh-
ing and foonvear would substantially increase the regions exports. But
this does not mean that Africa should neglect its traditional exporr of
primary commoditues, even those that face limited world demand. Al-
though the region already has a large market share in a handful of agri-
cultural commodities, notably cocoa, it is possible to expand that share
fiurther. Good policies and investments in infrastructure and research
and extension actitities can help to raise the productiity of African pro-
ctucers and displace higher-cost producers elsewhere (as Indonesia and
Malaysia have demonstrated).

.
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Rationalizing import barriers. There has been progress in liberalizing
imports, but most countries have gone only halfivay. African countries
should continue to eliminate nontariff barriers (r.rs) to rationalize the
trade regime and increase transparency. The focus should be not on
fine-tuning tariff levels but on establishing a credible schedule for sub-
stituting tariffs for NTMs. Even very high ariffli if imposed only for a
clearly limited period, cm support the obiectives of adjustment. The
next steps on the agenda are to simplil3r the tariff structure, reduce the
highest rates to more moderate levels, and institute a minimum tax-
so long as efectve systems are in place to provide exporters duty-fiee
access to imports. These reforms can often generate enough revenue to
offset a fairly substantial overall lowering of tarifTl, while leading to a
more compeitive environment and productivity gains. Beyond that,
fiuther progress tovard a low and completely uniform tariff structure
should not sacrifice fiscal revenues.

Rtinking Adjustme Where Therm Is Les Succ-
and Less Consensus

Pialng pubic e.kterse The efforts to privatize stare corporations
and to improve their performance have yielded meager reslts so fan
African governments have resisted privatization, especially of the most
important public enterprises. But the alternatives-imposing hard
budget constraints, granring the enterprises,greater autonomy, and
puting them on a commerdal footing-seldom work-

Countries elsewhere are getting around the obstacles to privatzation,.
and thcir experience might be usefUl in Africa. Some of these countries
have fostered broad-based ownership by giving privare citizens vouchers
forshares in publicenrerprises, or reservingshars for employees. Others
are using various types of private investnent and holding companies to
improve corporate management. Nonasser divestiture-through leas-
ing concessions, and incentive-based pcerformance conEracts-can in-
crease private sector managemenr of the public utilities and other
natural monopolies and improve their productivity.

Prudent finmcial reform. The overall approach to financial develop-
ment is on target, but reforms have sufFered from too much fEith in
quick fixes. African countries reed to continue wvith a three-part srrat-
egy of reducing financial repression, restoring bank solvency, and
improving financial infrastructure. But adjustment programs have
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been overly hasty in deaning balance sheets and recapicalizing banks
* in an environment where institurional capacity is weak and the main
. borrowers (the government and public enterprises). are financially.dis-

tressed. Many programs were based on the assumption that banks
could improve their performance simply by removing the bad loans
from their balance sheets. replacing managers, and injecting new capi-
tal to bring assets up. to international standards. This usually was
insufficient for several reasons: reforms were not accompanied by
needed macroeconomic and struccural changes, bank managers con-
tinued to be exposed to political interference, and regulatory and
supervisory capacities were inadequate and could only be developed
over tume.

A more prudent straregy to restore bank solvency involves downsiz-
-ing publicly owned banks, privatizing them where possible, and encour-
aging new entrants Because most Africa countries lack the capacty to
reglate and supervse, the challenge is to devise a financial system that
offers exta cushions against risk-by settng highcr-than-normal capical-
adequacy raios, relying more on foreign banks, and limiting entry ro
reputable batks with a solid capital base. Countries must stike a bal-
ance between the need to increase compedtiion and the need to ensure
the solvency of financial insdrutionsz

Improving public sector management remains a major challenge
for the road ahead-but one that probably extends beyond whar ad-
justment-related policy reforms alone can accomplishi Perhaps the
biggest challenge is to build a more effective civil service to provide
the elements necesary for a well-functioning mark-er economy, in-
cluding asound macroeconomic and legal framework and a system
for providing basic social services consistent with the developmenr
objective of growth with equity. There is increasing recognition that
adjustment programs, with their focus on containing civil service
costs, have had limited success in tadcding the more fundamental
problems of the public sector, such as the lack; of accounrability and
transparency, civil service employment and pay practices that are un-
related to technical competence and producrivity, regressive partems
of resource. mobilization, expenditures that conflict with develop-
ment priorities, and the limited capacty for policy analysis. Broader
approaches that address the difficult tasks of strengthening rhe ad-
ministrative stmrcture and creating the conditions for improved gov-
ernance are thus callcd for

'3
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Morn Adjustment-Not Less-Would Help the Poor and the
Evironment

Findings firom Brazil, C6re d'lvoire, and Peru show that the lack of
adjustment is what most hurts the poor and most increases their numn-
ber. Addressing the fundamental policy distortions that inhibit growth.
is thus an essential part ofa strategy to reduce poverty.

The poor will benefit more from an increase in growth if spending
programs to develop human resources are protected during the adjust-
ment process, and if the policy package eliminates the distortions in
labor, land, and output markets that disadvanitage the poor. More could
have been done, and should have been done, to reduce poverty in the
context of adjustmen programs. This has been changing in the past Few
years, as adjustment programs strive to improve public expenditure in
the social sectors. But the fundamental development challenge of im-
proving Africis human resource base requircs more than policy
change-it also requires sustained investment an-d institution-building.

In addition to reducing poverty, adjustment progrms in Sub-
Saharan Africa can promote judicious use of natural resources by insti-
tutng policy reforms chat affect the pricing of agricultural. and forest
outputs, petroleum products, energy and so finoh. But macroeconomic
and broad secromal policies are very general and cannot substitute for'
specific environmental inter':entions. Designing effctive systems for
environmental protection when institutional capacity is limited is no
simple task. It may be preferable to give firms and communities incen-
tives to protect dte environment rather than to depend on governmen-
tal regulatory and enforcemenr capacity. As with poverty, many
environmental problems require a combination of policy reform, invest-
ment, and institution-building.

Aid and Growth

Aid to African countries must be structured in ways that speed, rather
than impede, growth. Egher income geerates greater domestic savings
and, in time, reduces the depcndence on foreign savings. But todays
large volume of aid poses dangers: it could soften budget constraints and
thus finance the postponement of public sector reforms. Expanded aid
flows should therefore be linked to strong reform programs and better
governance. In financng country-specific adjustrment programs that

'E4
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have a good probabiliry of yielding substancial reforms, a key issue is to
design transfer mechanisnms and to allocate aid across countries and sec-
tors so that it supports a policy and investment framework for high ac-
cumulation of capital and rising public savings. Another key issue is to
design aid so that it supports reforms without adding distortions in for-
eign exchange or labor markets and so chat it builds institutions up in-
stead of w4earing thenm down. One of the major challenges on the road
ahead is finding ways to heip governmenrs promore widespread owner-
ship of adjustment programs and muster support among the interest
groups that have the most to gain from reforms.

Efforts by donors to bring Africa's stock- of debt down to sustainable
levels can, when link-ed to strong adjustment effiorts, help countries real-
ize the benefits of policy reforms. The debt burden of many African
countries is huge, and many will have too much debt even under the
very fhvorable debt reliefproposals under consideration. So far, aid flows
and concessional lending have more than offset debt service payments.
But in the medium and long term, as countries adopt better policies, the
debt overhang is likely to deter privare investment- And the debt service
burden threatens to eat away at increased export earnings and domestic
savings that might otherwise be used in pursuit of long-term develop-
menr objectives. For countries undertaking comprehensive and sus-
tained policy reforn, reducing the debt stockl burden to a manageable
level would improve their development prospecrs. Tiis means rethink-
ing the current debt relief strategy,-which still leaves many countries
with debt service requirements beyond their capadty to pay. The focus
should be on redudng the stock of debt to sustainable levels, even if that
means differences in treacment across countries.

Even with transformed policies, higher savrings, and better invest-

ments, Afria will stil require exceptional ernd assistance for at least
another decadc. But countries cannot expect an increased flow offoreign
resources without underakLing the econonic reforms necesary for
growth and poverty reduction. And such economic reforms will probably
not take place until the conditions for good governance are established.

E ...

Adjustment is the necessary first step on the road to sustainable,
poverry-reducing growth. But adjustmnrt programs in Sub-Saharan
Africa have been burdened with unrealistically high hopes, driven in
part by awareness of the real poverty that economic growth can help al-
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leviate. Some proponents of adjustment thought that it could quickly
put Afiican countries on a much higher growth path than before. Too
ofren there has been little effort to determine whether Africa's disap-
pointing economic performance in the aggregate represents a failure to
adjust or a failure ofadjustment. Opponents have wrongly cast and crit-
icized adjustmenr as an alternative to measures supporting long-term
development. The iesulring confusion has sometmes led to scerile de-
bare about the efficacy of adjustrnent policies. More important, it has
risked creating undue pesmism among African countries and donors.
That pessimsm is unwarranted, for there has been progress. The turn-
around in growth shows thar adjustment-even incomplete adjust-
menr-can put African countries back on the road to development

Notes

I Schadlerand others (1993) examined smidlar issues 2. Complete acroaeconomic daca were available for
for the group of countries benefiting from the Interna- only tvenry-six countris
tional Monetara Fund's Enhanced Strucmral Adjustent
Facility. They used a different methodolog but reached 3. Data on the value of privatizations comc from
broaciysimilar condusions. Sch%varrm and Lopes (1993).
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World Bank Publications Order Coupon

CUSTOMERS IN TIE UNITED STATES: CUSTOMERS OUTSIDE THE UNUIED STATES:
Complete this coupon and retum to Contact your local World Bank Publications distributor

The World Bank for infbrmation on prices in local currency and payment
Box 7247-8619 terms. (See opposite page for a complete List of
-hiladelphia,PA 19170619 distributors.) If no disrbutor is listed foryourcountry,
USA. use this order form and reun itto the US. address.

Chargebycreditcardbycalling (202)413-1155 or Ordets that aredsentrtothe UwM baddresse fom
fax this completed ordercoupon to (202) 676-0581. cotnes with distibutors will be reed to

the customer.

Qan-tity - itle StackNumber Price Total

Adjustment in Africa (full report). English |60994 $19.95

Adjustuent in Africa (full report), French 12530 $19.95

Adt t in Africa (mmaay).English 12795 $6.95

Adjustmt in Africa (summary). French 12796 $6.95
Adjustment in Afiica: Lessons from Country
Case Studies 12787 $26.95

Subtotal US$

If a purchse order is used, actual postage wil Postage and handlint US$
bechuged. Ifpayrnentisbycheckorcredit
card, postage and handling cbl s an: m Total US$
US$5.00 per order. For air mal delivery
outside fti US., include US$8.00 for the fist
item and US6.00 for each additional item

CHECKMEJOD OFPAYMENT

EO Enclosed is my check payable to The Wodd Bank.

O Charge my U VISA O MasieCard O American Express

Credit card accunt number

Expimlion date Signatur

O Bill me. (Institutional customers only. Purchase order must be included.)

PLEASE PRINT CLEA.RLY

Name

Firm

Address

City State Postal code

Country Telephone
1021
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